We point out that pseudomoduli -tree-level flat directions that often accompany dynamical supersymmetry breaking -can be natural candidates for TeV-scale dark matter in models of gauge mediation. The idea is general and can be applied to different dark matter scenarios, including (but not limited to) those of potential relevance to recent cosmic ray anomalies. We describe the requirements for a viable model of pseudomoduli dark matter, and we analyze two example models to illustrate the general mechanism -one where the pseudomoduli carry Higgsino-like quantum numbers, and another where they are SM singlets but are charged under a hidden-sector U (1) ′ gauge group.
Introduction
By now, numerous astronomical observations and experiments have firmly established the existence of dark matter (for a recent review with references, see [1] ), with a cosmological abundance measured to be Ω DM h 2 ≈ 0.1 (1.1)
In the standard paradigm, the dark matter is a stable particle (a "WIMP") which can annihilate to lighter Standard Model (SM) states. These annihilations maintain the dark matter in thermal equilibrium with the SM in the early universe. Gradually, as the universe cools and expands, the number density of dark matter decreases to the point that the dark matter ceases to annihilate efficiently ("freezes out"). This leaves behind a relic abundance which depends on the annihilation rate via the following well-known, approximate formula:
For two-body tree-level annihilation to lighter states via some interaction with coupling constant g, one typically has (up to order-one factors)
σv ∼ α where α g ≡ g 2 /4π. So for g ∼ 1 and M DM ∼ 1 TeV, one obtains a relic density with the right order of magnitude.
The surprising appearance of the TeV scale strongly hints at a common origin for the dark matter mass and electroweak symmetry breaking. And since supersymmetry (SUSY)
is a compelling explanation for the origin of the weak scale, it is commonly supposed that dark matter and SUSY must be intimately linked. This is indeed the case in scenarios of high-scale SUSY breaking, such as "gravity mediation," where the lightest neutralino in the MSSM can be absolutely stable and can be a viable dark matter candidate. However, models of gravity mediation inevitably suffer from the SUSY flavor problem, whereby uncontrolled and uncalculable Planck-suppressed operators give rise to unobserved (and highly constrained) flavor-changing processes.
For this reason, much theoretical effort has been devoted to studying alternative scenarios where SUSY breaking occurs and is mediated at lower scales. The most attractive possibility in this regard is gauge mediation. (For a review of gauge mediation and references to original work, see [2] .) Since the SM gauge interactions are flavor blind, and the scale of SUSY-breaking is low, gauge mediation elegantly solves the SUSY flavor problem within a calculable framework. But at the same time, the low scale of SUSY breaking implies that the gravitino is very light (anywhere from an eV to a GeV). Thus the MSSM superpartners are unstable to decay to the gravitino, and the direct connection between SUSY and dark matter would appear to be lost.
1
The purpose of this paper is to explore a simple idea for how TeV scale dark matter could still arise naturally in a wide class of models of gauge mediation -not from the MSSM, but from the SUSY-breaking sector. The class of models we will study are those based on generalized O'Raifeartaigh (O'R) models. These are renormalizable, weakly-coupled models of chiral superfields where SUSY is broken spontaneously by a tree-level F-term vev. They are probably the simplest and most straightforward examples of spontaneous SUSY breaking. They are also interesting and relevant for dynamical SUSY breaking, since they can arise as the low-energy effective description of SUSY gauge theories, as in [3] [4] [5] , or through retrofitting [6] .
Generalized O'R models all share a key property -the existence of "pseudomoduli" -that we will exploit to obtain dark matter. Pseudomoduli are chiral supermultiplets which are massless at tree-level, and whose scalar components extend to flat directions of the tree-level potential. They are lifted by radiative SUSY-breaking effects, and assuming this happens at one loop, the pseudomoduli masses will be (schematically)
Here α h = h 2 /4π characterizes the coupling of the pseudomoduli to some fields of mass M and SUSY splitting F (we are assuming √ F ≪ M for simplicity). If we identify these fields with the messengers of gauge mediation, then in order to obtain a viable MSSM spectrum, we must have F/M ∼ 100 TeV. Taking h ∼ 1, we find that the scalar pseudomoduli, since 1 Gravitino dark matter, while a logical possibility, is highly constrained and model dependent;
see [2] for a concise discussion of some of the issues. For simplicity, we will assume here that for whatever reason (low SUSY-breaking scale, late entropy production, low reheat temperature, etc.), the gravitinos do not comprise a significant fraction of the dark matter.
they get one-loop mass-squareds, are typically ∼ 10 TeV. Meanwhile, the pseudomoduli fermions are similar to the gauginos in the MSSM and can naturally have TeV-scale masses.
So the pseudomoduli spectrum takes the form
and we see that -independent of any dark matter motivation -this class of gauge mediation models more or less universally predicts the presence of TeV-scale particles in the spectrum, beyond those of the MSSM. If these particles are stable (e.g. through a Z 2 parity) and can annihilate efficiently to lighter states, then they can be viable dark matter candidates.
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Since the idea of pseudomoduli dark matter is completely general, it can easily accommodate different scenarios for dark matter annihilation. In particular, the pseudomoduli can be either charged or neutral under the SM gauge group. Of course, in the latter case, it must be able to annihilate to lighter fields that are neutral under the symmetry that keeps the pseudomoduli stable. The simplest possibility, which is motivated by recent cosmic ray anomales, is that the pseudomoduli are charged under a light hidden sector gauge group.
We will consider both SM-charged and SM-neutral pseudomoduli dark matter scenarios in this paper. Specifically, we will discuss in detail the case where the pseudomoduli are Higgsino-like (that is, transforming as (2, +1/2) ⊕ (2, −1/2) under SU (2) × U (1) Y ), and the case where the pseudomoduli are SM-singlets but are charged under a U (1) ′ .
Our approach in this paper is meant to be "bottom-up" and constructive. As such, it leaves many questions about the UV unanswered. In particular, the pseudomoduli in these examples are "put in by hand" and their UV origin remains mysterious. Ideally, one would like to have an asymptotically-free SUSY gauge theory (e.g. some generalization of [5] ) that dynamically generates these generalized O'R models with extra, stable pseudomoduli in the IR. 3 This is an interesting problem that we leave for future work.
2 It might also be interesting [7] to analyze the case where the dark matter can decay on cosmologically long timescales through higher dimension operators. 3 Along these lines, the authors of [8] analyzed the detailed phenomenology of a specific direct gauge mediation model [9] , and they suggested that the pseudomoduli fermions in this model could be cold dark matter candidates. However, the pseudomoduli in question were SM-singlets that could only annihilate through messenger loops, and moreover they were unstable to decay.
So they do not fall under the "standard WIMP paradigm" considered here.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we will describe the properties of generalized O'R models that lead to viable models of pseudomoduli dark matter. In section 3 we will discuss the possible quantum numbers of the pseudomoduli and review the various experimental constraints on two specific scenarios described above. In section 4 we will exhibit simple examples of pseudomoduli dark matter models that give rise to viable spectra. These serve to illustrate the general mechanism by which the pseudomoduli are stabilized and acquire masses.
Pseudomoduli Dark Matter

General setup
In this section we will describe in greater detail the general class of gauge mediation models in which the idea of pseudomoduli dark matter can be realized. Here we will not assume anything about the quantum numbers of the pseudomoduli. In the next section,
we will specialize to more specific scenarios.
Pseudomoduli are automatic features of generalized O'Raifeartaigh models; as shown in [10] , the superpotential of such models can always be brought to the form
with canonical Kähler potential. In this form, the tree-level scalar potential is extremized at φ = 0 with X arbitrary. Thus X is a flat direction of the tree-level potential which is present in every generalized O'R model [10] . In [11] , X was referred to as the "canonical pseudomodulus" and (2.1) as the "canonical form" of the superpotential.
Of course, the canonical pseudomodulus cannot be the dark matter, since (among other reasons) its fermionic component is the Goldstino, which is exactly massless in the absence of gravity. However, often in these models (e.g. [5] ) there are many more pseudomoduli; sometimes these arise due to additional global symmetries. We will denote these additional pseudomoduli by Y ; they can be described by the superpotential interaction
4 Actually, this is not the most general superpotential for models with additional pseudomoduli; see e.g. the magnetic quark pseudomoduli of [5] . But this ansatz certainly captures a large class, and we will restrict our attention to it for simplicity.
Here we should point out that we are suppressing any gauge or flavor indices that Y may carry; later on we will specialize to the case where Y actually stands for a pair of pseudomoduli that are vector-like with respect to a gauge symmetry. We assume that the model respects an R-symmetry that forbids direct mass terms and other interactions for the pseudomoduli. Note that an R-symmetry is required for SUSY breaking on general grounds [12] , regardless of its origin. Ideally, it would arise as an accidental symmetry of the low-energy theory.
The fields Y can be made stable by imposing an appropriate symmetry. (Such a symmetry could also be an accidental consequence of the R-symmetry or global symmetries.)
The simplest such symmetry, which we will focus on here, is a discrete Z 2 symmetry under which Y are charged. In that case, some subset of the φ fields must also be charged so that the interaction (2.2) remains neutral. That is, φ should be split into two groups
with η ′ charged under the Z 2 and η neutral. Then (2.2) becomes
In addition there could be cubic terms for the η fields, but we ignore these since they do not contribute to the pseudomoduli dynamics at one loop.
Since the entire goal is to connect the dark matter mass scale with scale of SUSY breaking, some of the fields of the O'R model should be the messengers, as in [13] . This raises the attractive possibility that the Z 2 symmetry that keeps the pseudomoduli stable could be simply an extension of the usual parity that forbids dangerous messenger-matter mixing. This would allow the messengers to decay and would solve the problem of otherwise stable messengers overclosing the universe [14, 15] .
Integrating out the fields that are massive at tree-level generates radiative masses for the pseudomoduli. This being the complete model, it is important that the dynamics of the O'R model also stabilize X at a nonzero value, breaking the R-symmetry. We will assume that this happens at one loop, as in [16] . Then generically masses for Y are also generated at one-loop:
In the appendix, we give general formulas for the masses appearing in (2.5), valid in the small f limit. To have a consistent model, the Y scalars must be stabilized at the origin (otherwise the Z 2 is broken and the dark matter can decay), and ψ Y should acquire its mass at one loop. In that case, as discussed in the introduction, Y will naturally have a ∼ 10 TeV mass, while ψ Y will naturally have a TeV scale mass.
To summarize, the requirements for a model of pseudomoduli dark matter are:
1. Z 2 parity that makes the pseudomoduli stable.
2. R-symmetry that forbids direct tree-level pseudomoduli mass terms.
3. X stabilized at nonzero value, breaking the R-symmetry.
4.
Y scalars stabilized at Y = 0.
5. ψ Y mass generated at one-loop.
6. Tree-level interactions that allow the pseudomoduli to annihilate to lighter states.
Pseudomoduli cosmology
Let us also take a moment to consider the cosmology of the Y scalars. They behave very much like NLSPs in the early universe, in that they decay dominantly to ψ Y plus gravitino. (The main difference, of course, is that they are significantly heavier than usual NLSPs.) As long as the SUSY-breaking scale is sufficiently low, this decay happens rapidly, and the Y scalars do not pose any cosmological problems.
In more detail, the Y lifetime is given by
From this, we learn that the decay Y → ψ Y + G always happens before the time of BBN (t ∼ s), for all SUSY-breaking scales relevant for gauge mediation ( √ f 10 7 TeV).
One can also compute, using the relation T ∼ τ −1/2 , the temperature of the universe at the time of Y decay:
This should be compared with the temperature of ψ Y freeze-out,
We see that the decay of Y happens before ψ Y freeze-out, provided that
or equivalently, m 3/2 10 keV. For simplicity, we will implicitly assume (2.9) in the rest of the paper, so that the formula (1.2) for the thermal relic density is valid. While it would be interesting to consider the case where late decays of Y scalars significantly affect the dark matter relic density, we will not do so here.
Quantum numbers
As discussed in the introduction, in order to obtain the correct relic density for a
TeV-scale dark matter particle, the annihilation cross section need only arise from an O (1) coupling. This could either correspond to the electroweak interactions, or some additional interactions of the hidden sector. In the first scenario, the dominant annihilation is to W and Z bosons. This is clearly the most economical and conservative scenario, but it is also the most experimentally constrained. In the second scenario, there are obviously fewer experimental constraints, so the possibilities are more varied here. The simplest possibility, which we will focus on here, is to assume that the dark matter is a SM singlet but is charged under a hidden-sector U (1) ′ gauge group. We assume that the U (1) ′ is broken at a scale lighter than the dark matter mass and only interacts with the MSSM via kinetic mixing, as in the "secluded" dark matter framework of [17] . (Recently, various cosmic ray anomalies have motivated the GeV scale as the scale of U (1) ′ breaking [18] .) In this section, we will consider both scenarios in the context of pseudomoduli dark matter.
SM-charged pseudomoduli
Let us start by discussing the more conservative possibility. If we take the dark matter to be SM charged, then what are its quantum numbers? If we require perturbative SU (5) unification, then we claim that the only possibility is that it transform as a 5 ⊕ 5 of SU (5), up to possible mixing with singlets.
The argument is as follows: the dark matter must be TeV-scale and must come from complete SU (5) multiplets, so the only GUT multiplets consistent with perturbative SU ( Motivated by this result, we will now specialize to the case of 5 ⊕ 5 pseudomoduli dark matter and discuss in detail the constraints on this scenario. In the previous section we denoted the pseudomoduli by Y , neglecting any gauge indices; here it will obviously be preferable to change the notation slightly and denote the vector-like pseudomoduli by Y ,
an SU (3) triplet and an SU (2) doublet:
By introducing supersymmetric splittings amongst the doublet and triplet superpotential couplings in (2.4), we can obviously make the colored pseudomoduli heavier than the uncolored ones. Indeed, this is motivated from unification -if the doublet/triplet couplings unify at the GUT scale, then one expects m 3 ∼ 2m 2 at the weak scale from RG evolution.
Moreover, in [20] it was shown that loops of electroweak gauge bosons always lift the electrically charged component above the neutral component by an amount O(αm Z ). Thus the electrically neutral component of SU (2) doublet pseudomoduli can naturally be the lightest particle in the GUT multiplet and can serve as a viable WIMP candidate.
Note that the triplets tend to be long-lived, since the same parity that makes the dark matter stable also makes the triplets stable at the renormalizable level, but not necessarily at the level of higher-dimension (e.g. GUT-suppressed) operators. For a discussion of the interesting collider signatures and cosmology of long-lived, heavy, colored particles, see e.g. [21, 22] . Meanwhile, the charged components of the doublets could be very challenging to 5 We thank N. Arkani-Hamed for bringing this to our attention.
see at colliders [20] , since their decay products will tend to be extremely soft. Of course, if the doublets are as heavy as a TeV, then their direct production rate is negligible even at the LHC. But perhaps the triplets could help, if they are nearby in mass.
Calculations of the thermal relic density of SU (2) doublet dark matter were performed in [23] . (See also [24] , which has nice analytic formulas and generalizations to higher SU (2) representations.) The upshot is that, in order to achieve the correct relic abundance (1.1), the mass of the dark matter must be
2)
The precise details of the dark matter mass terms in the Lagrangian are important for direct detection experiments. These search for evidence of interactions between WIMPs and heavy nuclei via Z-exchange. In the SU (2) × U (1)-symmetric limit, the only allowed mass term for the pair of doublets is
so there are two degenerate mass eigenstates,
These are interchanged under their interaction with the Z (i.e. there is no ψ ± / Zψ ± vertex, only a ψ ± / Zψ ∓ vertex), but since they are degenerate in mass, elastic scattering of the dark matter off the nucleus via Z exchange is kinematically allowed. Consequently, there are rather strong bounds coming from direct detection experiments -to the extent that TeV-scale dark matter of this type is already experimentally ruled out [25] .
To avoid these constraints, one must introduce SU (2) × U (1)-violating mass terms,
which split the mass eigenstates (3.4) . If the splittings are large enough ( 10 keV), nuclear scattering becomes inelastic and the direct detection bounds are correspondingly weakened (or avoided altogether). This idea of "inelastic dark matter" has a long history; it was first proposed in the context of messenger dark matter by [26] . In [27] [28] [29] , ∼ 100 keV splittings were proposed as an elegant way of reconciling the DAMA/LIBRA anomaly with the null results of other direct detection experiments. However, very recently [30, 31] it was argued that if the dominant annihilation is to W and Z bosons (as would be the case for SU (2) doublets), the 100 keV splittings needed for DAMA would lead to enhanced capture of dark matter in the sun, and would thus be inconsistent with bounds from observations of solar neutrino fluxes. Indeed, to satisfy these bounds, one requires δM DM MeV. So perhaps SU (2) doublet dark matter cannot be consistent with DAMA. Conversely, if the DAMA anomaly turns out to be correct after all, then the scenario of SU (2) doublet dark matter will be disfavored.
We will not attempt to resolve all these experimental ambiguities; we will simply note that in this framework, the splittings (3.5) are free parameters which can arise from renormalizable couplings of the form
where the S fields are SM singlets (possibly from the O'R model (2.4)) that carry the same Z 2 parity as the pseudomoduli. After integrating out the singlets at tree-level and substituting the Higgs vevs, we are left with operators of the form (3.5), with the splittings related to the messenger scale by
With λ ∼ O(1), this implies M ∼ 10 5 or 10 4 TeV in order to get the desired 100 keV or 1
MeV splittings.
Finally, we should keep in mind that the requirement of perturbative gauge couplings up to the GUT scale may be too stringent. In particular, electric-magnetic duality could decrease the size of the SU (5) representations in the UV, thereby averting an apparent Landau pole in the SM gauge couplings before the GUT scale (see e.g. [9, 32] for concrete examples of this phenomenon based on [5] ). So we are certainly not claiming to rule out the possibility of TeV-scale dark matter in higher SU (5) representations. Indeed, it would be interesting to consider other SU (5) representations, especially real representations such as the 24. Such representations would naturally evade the current direct detection constraints even without any inelastic splittings [25] .
SM-singlet pseudomoduli
Now let us consider the possibility that the dark matter is a SM singlet but is charged (and vector-like) under a hidden-sector U (1) ′ gauge group. Without loss of generality, we take the pseudomoduli to have charges ±1 under the U (1) ′ . (We leave the analysis of nonabelian gauge groups for future work.) The annihilation cross section of Y into on-shell dark photons (we ignore phase space threshold factors) is given by
where
If the pseudomoduli are SM singlets, and they couple to the messengers of gauge mediation, then the cubic couplings in (2.4) imply that there must be "link fields" present in the hidden sector, i.e. fields charged under both SU (5) and U (1) ′ . The link fields will generate a kinetic mixing [33] between U (1) ′ and U (1) Y given parametrically (up to finite logarithmic factors that depend on the link field masses) by
So in the absence of any surprise cancellations with other contributions to the kinetic mixing, and with g d ∼ 1, we expect ǫ ∼ 10 −4 − 10 −3 in these models. Now, if the link fields are themselves messengers, i.e. they couple to the X field in (2.4), then there is standard gauge mediation to the dark sector, and we expect weakscale soft masses in the dark sector just as in the MSSM. Then also by analogy with the MSSM, we would expect the scale of U (1) ′ breaking to also be weak scale. This is a logical possibility not excluded by any experiment. But since we are motivated by recent cosmic ray anomalies to consider a scale of U (1) ′ breaking much lower than the weak scale, we will not consider this case any further.
Instead, suppose the link fields are not messengers, i.e. they only have supersymmetric masses in (2.4). This could be enforced by an appropriate R-symmetry. Then the leading mediation of SUSY breaking to the dark sector happens at three loops, via the pseudomoduli fields.
where q is the U (1) ′ charge of the dark sector scalar in question. If we rewrite (3.10) using (1.4) and (3.8), it becomes
Keep in mind that this is a heuristic estimate and even the sign of (3.10) is not certain.
But it seems to indicate that there could be some tension between having M DM 1 TeV and having GeV-scale soft masses in the dark sector, as suggested by various cosmic ray anomalies [18] . Of course, we did not actually calculate the loop diagrams that determine the dark-sector soft masses, and it is entirely possible that numerical factors could end up decreasing (3.11). Also, having smaller charges in the dark sector helps. Clearly, it would be interesting to do a more detailed calculation in a specific model.
Finally, as discussed in [22] , these models can be tested by direct detection experiments, if the U (1) ′ gauge boson is GeV-scale. However, it is always straightforward to evade these experiments by introducing splittings, as in the SM charged case. Also, these splittings could be valuable for explaining the DAMA/LIBRA anomaly, without the attendant problematic neutrino flux coming from solar WIMP capture [30, 31] .
Examples
In this section, we will analyze two example models that illustrate the scenarios of Higgsino-like and U (1) ′ pseudomoduli dark matter discussed in the previous section. But before describing these examples, let us first briefly review the features of a simple O'R model that breaks the R-symmetry spontaneously. This will serve as the basic building block from which we construct our examples of pseudomoduli dark matter in the following subsections.
An R-symmetry breaking O'R model
The R-symmetry breaking O'R model is basically a vectorlike version of the model constructed in [16] . It is characterized by the superpotential
Here η i , η i are taken to be singlets in this subsection. Later we will also take them to be charged under SU (5), but this will not change the analysis.
This model respects a U (1) R symmetry under which the fields have R-charges
Since there are fields with R-charges different from 0, 2, the R-symmetry can be broken spontaneously by the one-loop CW potential [16] . In the limit of small SUSY breaking (which, as discussed in the introduction, we are assuming throughout for simplicity), the CW potential reduces to
So the dynamics of this model is controlled by a single dimensionless parameter
and one finds that X is stabilized at X = 0 for r < 0.47. A plot of X vs. r is shown in figure 1 . As r → 0, the vev of X approaches X ≈ 0.25m 2 /λ. The maximum value of X is X ≈ 0.33m 2 /λ. .4). Thus the model we will study is:
For simplicity, we will assume here that all couplings are exactly SU (5) symmetric; the various splittings required for consistency were discussed above and are trivial to implement here.
This model respects an R-symmetry (4.2) under which
It also respects the requisite Z 2 parity that keeps the pseudomoduli Y , Y stable. The superpotential (4.5) is the most general renormalizable one consistent with the symmetries.
In particular the R-symmetry forbids a direct mass term for the pseudomoduli.
The dynamics of the model are controlled by two dimensionless parameters: λ ′ and r (which was defined in the previous subsection). For λ ′ sufficiently small, λ A plot of this region is shown in figure 2 ; the contours shown are lines of constant R, where the dimensionless quantity R (not to be confused with the R-charges) is defined to be
R is a measure of the relative size between the dark matter mass and the MSSM soft masses, which are determined a la gauge mediation to be m sof t ∼ The model we will consider starts again from the R-symmetry breaking O'R model (4.1), but now with η, η transforming as 5⊕5's of SU (5). Introduce link fields η ′ , η ′ transforming as (5, +1) ⊕ (5, −1) and with no direct coupling to X, and consider the superpotential:
The R-symmetry is now (4.2) plus
This model is even simpler to analyze, since the dynamics of the X field are now completely determined by the OR model, i.e. the η ′ , η ′ fields do not contribute to the potential for X. Shown in fig. 3 is a plot of R vs. m ′ /m 2 and r. We see that it is easy to achieve of SM singlet models, and it goes in the right direction, since the dark matter interpretation of the latest FERMI data seems to favor a heavier (multi-TeV) dark matter particle [34] .
Of course, this model has one obvious problem: there are no leading-order gaugino masses. That is, since detM = const in the messenger sector (the OR model (4.1)), it is a type I EOGM model [13] , and
This can be easily remedied by adding an additional MGM messenger. 
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Appendix A. General techniques for analyzing these models
In the limit of small SUSY breaking, f ≪ m 2 , the theory below the messenger scale is described by a supersymmetric effective theory for the pseudomoduli. It takes the form
The effective one-loop Kähler potential in the theory below the messenger scale is given by the general formula:
where K can is the canonical Kähler potential for all the pseudomoduli, and M is the supersymmetric mass matrix of all the massive fields in the hidden sector (which is a function of all the pseudomoduli).
It is straightforward to use this effective theory to compute the effective potential for We will apply these formulas to calculate the dark matter spectrum in the example models of section 3.
